We conducted a docking efficiency validation of ArgusLab, a free docking software program. In this study, the calculated binding free energies of protein-ligand complexes by scoring functions were compared with experimental binding affinities. Correlations between the calculated and experimental data were evaluated for 11 ArgusLab settings and compared. Our results indicate that ArgusLab is useful for virtual screening and the weight of van der Waals interactions are unimportant for binding free energy calculations using this software.
Introduction
Recently, Structure-Based Drug Design (SBDD) has come to play an important role in drug design and discovery [1] . In SBDD, three-dimensional structures of drug targets, e.g., proteins and nucleic acids are used for drug design. A promising tool for SBDD is virtual screening (in silico screening), in which small molecules are virtually docked into a drug target and the binding affinities are estimated using simplified free energy calculation methods. For virtual screening, docking programs carry out three steps: prediction of target-ligand complex structures (pose construction), selection of the most reasonable pose from the predicted poses (pose selection), and selection of probable drug compounds from a virtual library (virtual screening) [2] .
Although many programs capable of carrying out virtual screening have been developed, most of them are payware. Both lower computational costs and a better cost-benefit performance are desirable. This is especially the case for those new to computer aided drug design and quick SBDD analyses in the early stages of drug design when research expenditures are frequently limited. Moreover, because numerous licenses are required for large-scale calculations, the number of licenses defines the scale of the study if such payware is used. Consequently, freeware for computational docking is expected to play an important role in the study and education of SBDD. One freely available docking software package potentially capable of offsetting these costs is ArgusLab [3] .
ArgusLab was originally developed as molecular modeling software. It provides users with molecular building analyses, the ability to perform various molecular calculations, and molecular structure visualization capabilities. Molecular docking analysis capability was added to the latest version of ArgusLab (ver. 4.0.1). Because the GUI is implemented in ArgusLab and can run using Windows (Microsoft Corp.), ArgusLab can be easily used even by beginners in computational docking. Although data using the docking assessment capability of ArgusLab has been published [4] [5] , only the pose construction and pose selection features of the software were actually tested in these reports.
To investigate the accuracy of the binding free energy scoring function provided by ArgusLab, we compared the binding free energies of certain protein-ligand interactions calculated by ArgusLab with the corresponding experimental binding affinity data. Both ArgusLab docking engines, ArgusDock and GADock, were used for our analyses, and the computational roles of parameters used by the software were also investigated. These tests briefly revealed the computational docking capacity of ArgusLab, and provided useful insights into more detailed docking trials using this program.
Materials and Methods

Test set and settings
We examined 36 protein-ligand complexes, which are the intersection of the test set used in ref. [4] and PDBbind database [6] [7] . Their PDB (Protein Data Base) IDs are shown in Table 1 . These systems were widely used for tests of computational docking programs, thus, they are appropriate for brief tests of ArgusLab. The ligand structures used for our docking calculations were minimized using universal force fields (UFF) [8] . Docking calculations were carried out using ArgusLab default settings and procedures, except in the case of the parameters specified in Table 2 . Table 2 summarizes 11 different settings where the scoring function coefficient, docking parameters, and/or docking engine was changed. The calculated binding free energies for the protein-ligand complexes were compared with their experimental binding affinities to investigate the virtual screening capacity of AScore, which is a scoring function in ArgusLab. We calculated the Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficients and Spearman's rank-correlation coefficients between the computational and experimental binding affinities. For our experimental data we used pK d values extracted from PDBbind [6] [7] . Because larger pK d values and smaller binding free energies correlate with better binding, a larger negative correlation coefficient indicated a better scoring function. For comparison, only the calculated free energy of the rank 1 pose, whose score was the smallest of all the poses, was considered for each complex. This procedure imitates actual virtual screening methods in which only one pose for each compound is generally considered. The rank 1 pose is named "pose 1" in ArgusLab. In a previous study, reasonable poses were defined as those poses whose root mean square deviations from the experimental structure were smaller than or equal to 2.0 Å. When pose 1 of a complex is reasonable, the docking trial for the complex is defined as successful. Therefore, we tested two scenarios: those in which only successful complexes were considered ("success set") and those in which all complexes were included, regardless of docking success ("whole set"). In actual virtual screening trials, selecting a success set is impossible without experimental structure analysis. Furthermore, whole set does not entirely ignore the reasonableness of docking poses, because the binding free energy of pose 1 in the whole set represents the lowest value of the binding energy for the complex, i.e., it is an approximate value of the binding free energy of a reasonable pose even though the pose 1 may not be reasonable. Nevertheless, we carried out the test despite of impracticality of the success set, because the tests for success sets reveal the relationship between pose selection and virtual screening. In addition, calculations of docking scores for crystal structure ligands were carried out for comparison. For crystal ligands, addition of hydrogens and structural minimizations using UFF were performed in protein environment before scoring.
Enrichment factor
Enrichment factors [9] were calculated in order to perform a more practical evaluation of virtual screening analyses using ArgusLab. Because enrichment factors were only used as an ancillary measure in our study they were calculated using a simplified approach. For this approach, 11 complexes having the 11 best experimental binding affinities among all the 36 systems considered were defined as "strong drugs." After completing our docking calculations, complexes having the 10 best computed binding free energies were selected, and the number of strong drugs for the 10 chosen complexes was counted. The enrichment factors were calculated as follows,
where E f is the enrichment factor, N detected is the number of strong drugs detected in the selected 10 complexes by computational docking, N pickup is the number of the picked complexes (equal to 10 in this study), N active is the number of strong drugs in a test set (equal to 11 in this study), and N all is the number of complexes included in a test set (equal to 36 in this study). Using these enrichment factors, the effectiveness of the virtual screening process for choosing strong drugs was evaluated. Figure 1 shows Pearson's correlation coefficients and Spearman's rank-correlation coefficients for experimental pK d values and corresponding calculated whole set binding free energies. The data indicates that the AScore qualitatively predicts the binding affinities of protein-ligand complexes because the absolute values of the ArgusDock correlation coefficients were larger than 0.3 as determined using the default settings (setting i). In addition, because tests of correlation coefficient, in which null hypothesis is population correlation coefficient  = 0, were rejected by rate of rejection p = 0.05 for settings i, ii, iv, v, vi, vii, and viii, significant correlation between calculated and experimental values were found for the settings.
Results and Discussion
Whole set correlation coefficients describing the relationship between experimental pK d values and computed binding free energies
In contrast to ArgusDock, the Pearson's correlation coefficients obtained from GADock were even less accurate than those calculated using ArgusDock in default mode. This suggested that AScore could not accurately evaluate the binding affinities of the docking poses calculated by GADock. Furthermore, despite being effective for pose construction and pose selection [4] , the modified settings using an increased population size did not work well in predicting the pK d values. Because scoring functions are approximation functions used for binding free energy calculations, the function may not always take into account every docking pose. AScore was developed to evaluate docking poses obtained by ArgusDock, but does not seem suitable for binding free energy calculations of poses derived from GADock. On the other hand, Spearman's rank-correlation coefficients obtained from GADock were comparable to those of ArgusDock except for setting II. Relative ranks of binding free energy, not energy values themselves, should be considered for GADock poses. Thus, this result also suggests that GADock poses may be located in inappropriate points of the potential curve of AScore. These results indicate that it is necessary to come up with ways to optimally link advanced binding free energy scoring functions with docking engine developments.
Figure 1. Correlation coefficients for the whole set
On the other hand, we observed that ArgusDock correlation coefficients grew less accurate as we modified the hydrophobicity coefficient. This result indicated that the hydrophobic term plays an important role in binding free energy calculations using AScore. In addition, increases in the vdW radii provided smaller absolute values for the correlation coefficients. These changes, however, did not affect the correlation coefficient to the extent of modifying the hydrophobic term. Those correlation coefficients obtained using larger vdW radii were worse than those obtained using the default settings. The result indicates that modifications of vdW radii are inappropriate for binding free energy calculations. On the other hand, correlation coefficients obtained using modified weights of the vdW terms were similar to those obtained using the default settings. While the findings of Oda et al. [4] suggest that the vdW term plays an important role in pose construction and pose selection, our findings as summarized in Figure 1 , indicated that the weight of the vdW term is not as critical for virtual screening. Consequently, different scoring functions seem best suited for different steps involved in making docking calculations, i.e., pose construction, pose selection, and virtual screening. If there are indeed scoring methods by which free energies can be directly calculated, we suspect that only one scoring function will be useful for all three steps. However, because every scoring function developed to date can derive only a rough approximation of the free energy, a specialized scoring function for each step seems to be necessary for effective virtual screening. Figure 2 shows the success set coefficients correlating the experimental and computed binding affinities described by our analyses. For setting v and vii, the number of success set complexes was only two and five, respectively. The number of successful complexes, however, was different for each setting. Therefore, we excluded the results of settings v and vii from our results because the correlation coefficients were calculated using too few systems, making them useless for our analyses. The settings included in the figure are those for which the number of complexes in the success set was greater than five. As shown in the figure, the correlation coefficients obtained using settings i, iii, and iv were not as good as those described in Figure 1 . Therefore, whether or not the test complex was successful complex was unimportant for pK d predictions using these settings. However, for the other settings (ii, vi, viii, I, II, and III) we observed better Pearson's correlation coefficients for these success sets than we did for the whole set analyses. This was particularly the case for settings ii and I where correlation coefficients were greater than 0.5. These results indicate that selecting a reasonable pose as pose 1 plays an important role not only in pose selection but also in virtual screening. In addition, when compared to the values in Figure 1 , we observed that the correlation coefficients obtained from GADock improved when using these success sets. This suggests that AScore can evaluate the pK d values of GADock poses successfully if the poses are reasonable. For settings i, ii, I, II, and III, same scoring function was used and all data were obtained from reasonable poses. Thus, similar results (correlation coefficients) are obtained for these five settings if the scoring function can calculate absolutely exact binding free energies for protein-ligand complexes. On the other hand, all scoring functions developed to date cannot calculate absolutely exact binding free energies. The results shown in Figure 2 indicate that the difference between constructed poses (not exceeding 2.0 Å in RMSD) affected the scoring. For this point of view, more detailed studies about a relationship between ligand poses and score values are indispensable, and we intend to study for the scoring function. In addition, Spearman's rank-correlation coefficients of ArgusDock for the success set were poorer than the whole set, although those of GADock were better.
The success set correlation coefficients describing the relationship between experimental pK d values and the computed binding free energies
Correlation coefficients for crystal structures
In Figure 3 , correlation coefficients between calculated binding free energies for crystal structure ligands and experimental values were illustrated. Although ligand structures were minimized in protein environment before scoring as mentioned in section 2.1, minimizations were failed for more than 10 systems for each setting. These calculations were carried out using docking feature of ArgusLab in which "Calculation Type" was set to "Optimize Current Config.". Because this setting was hardly described in documentations of ArgudLab, there might be bugs. As shown in Figure 3 , the results for setting iii in which the hydrophobic term was removed and for setting vi in which vdW radii were increased were positive values. For these settings, the correlation coefficients for the whole set, shown in Figure 1 , were also worse than the default setting. Thus, the results support the discussion in section 3.1 that change for the hydrophobic term and vdW radii are inappropriate for binding free energy estimations.
Enrichment factor
The enrichment factors are presented in Figure 4 . Because 11 compounds were defined as strong drugs the upper limit of the enrichment factor was 3.27. This value represents a situation where all 10 selected compounds are strong drugs. When virtual screening fails the efficiency is essentially random and the enrichment factor is 1.00. As shown in Figure 4 , enrichment factors were greater than 1.00 for almost all settings, except for setting I. These findings indicated that ArgusLab works well for virtual screening. An enrichment factor close to 2.00 was obtained when we used the ArgusDock default settings (setting i), suggesting that ArgusDock is appropriate for virtual screening, especially considering that the enrichment factor even in the best-case scenario could not exceed 3.27. In addition, the enrichment factor obtained using setting viii, in which the coefficient of the vdW term was changed, was comparable to that of setting i. This rough equivalence supports the assumption that the vdW term using AScore does not play an important role in virtual screening. On the other hand, because the enrichment factor using setting I, the GADock default settings, was less than 1.00, we concluded that this setting did not work well for pose construction either [4] . These results suggest that parameter modifications, such as increased population size, are indispensable when GADock is used. As mentioned in section 2.2, because these results were ancillary measures, more detailed studies are desirable. We intend to investigate them further in a future study. 
Conclusion
We tested capabilities of ArgusLab for binding free energy calculations between proteins and ligands. Our results indicate that ArgusDock is effective not only for pose construction and pose selection but also for virtual screening. On the other hand, because AScore cannot assign reasonable pK d values for GADock poses, modified scoring functions and/or a preparative pre-scoring process, such as structural optimization, will aid analyses using these methods. In addition, our results suggest that different scoring functions for different docking steps are necessary. In fact, Glide [10] , one of the most widely used commercial docking software, includes two different scoring functions for two different docking steps; EModel is used for pose selection, and GlideScore is used for binding free energy calculations for virtual screening. Because Glide is one of the highly appreciated docking programs, the approach with multi-scoring functions appears to be useful. Although only one function can be used for all steps if an exact scoring function is developed, multi-function approach seems to be one of the practical improvements for now. Because ArgusLab is easily accessible and can perform high-speed calculations, our results show that this software facilitates easy and inexpensive virtual screening. 
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